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This biography opens at the drama of the night peace rally in Israel, where Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated by
a young, Jewish las student. Then the book begins a flashback to Rabins Russian-Jewish parents. There are
vivid descriptions of his boyhood years in Tel Aviv, his military career, and his romance with his future wife,

Leah. The transition from a military man to a politician was not an easy one for this shy man. But his
ambassadorship to Washington, D.C., and his role as prime minister, prepared him for peace negotiations with
Palestinian leader, Chairman Arafat. His risk for peace assured his place in history. Many American leaders

were devastated by his assassination and mourned his loss.

For 26 years Rabin had been a member of the Palmach part of the Jewish underground army before Israel
became a state and the IDF the Israeli army and had risen up the ranks to become the IDFs Chief of Staff. In
1994 Rabin won the Nobel Peace Prize together with Shimon Peres and Yasser Arafat. Rabin was elected
prime minister of Israel for a second time on July. Yitzhak Rabin was a soldier and a statesman who fought

for the security of Israel and for a concept of peace for all nations.

Yitzhak Rabin

Born on Ma Jerusalem Palestine Died on Novem Tel Aviv IsraelPrime Minister of Israel. During the War of
Independence he commanded the Harel Brigade deployed on the Jerusalem front. Gideon Levy Yitzhak Rabin
has much more blood on his hands than Netanyahu does Anyone but Bibi started in order to cover up the
emptiness of the . Amazon.com Yitzhak Rabin Soldier Leader Statesman Jewish Lives 9780300212297

Rabinovich Itamar Books. Yitzhak Rabin commander of the Harel Brigade c. Yitzhak Rabins legacy is one of
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hope and peace overcoming generations of mistrust and violence. Yitzhak Rabin was an Israeli politician
statesman and general. This is called spinal shock. Yitzhak Rabin was an Israeli Prime Minister and winner of
the 1994 Nobel Peace Prize for his attempts to achieve a. left refuses to remember his peacemaking with the
Palestinians they hand victory to Netanyahu and the Israeli right. Rabin who served as Israels prime minister
from 19741977 and from 1992 until his assassination in. Yitzhak Rabin born Ma Jerusalemdied Novem Tel
AvivYafo Israel Israeli statesman and soldier who as prime minister of Israel 197477 and 199295 led his

country toward peace with its Palestinian and Arab neighbours.
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